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Abstract
The metaecosystem framework has been proposed to conceptualize the interactive effects of dispersal and resource flows on the
structure and functioning of communities in a heterogeneous environment. Here, we model a two-patch metaecosystem where
two species with a trade-off in resource requirements compete for two limiting resources—generalizing the so-called gradostat
experimental setup. We study the competition outcome in dependence of resource heterogeneity and between-patch diffusion for
different combinations of resource supply ratios. Our numerical simulations show that community composition and local and
regional diversity are determined by the interplay of resource heterogeneity, resource supply stoichiometry, and diffusion rate.
High resource heterogeneity increases regional diversity, with species coexisting due to spatial segregation, whereas low resource
heterogeneity favors local diversity, as species coexist mainly by local resource partitioning. Regional diversity averaged across a
gradient of resource ratios decreases monotonically with diffusion rate, while local diversity follows a unimodal dependency.
However, these dependencies become bimodal for high resource heterogeneity because various bistable states occur at intermediate diffusion rates. We identify three kinds of bistable states with species priority effect: (i) bistability between the dominance of
one or the other competitor, (ii) bistability between one species dominance or species coexistence, and (iii) two alternative
coexistence regimes differing in species-relative abundances. Most bistable states appear at high resource levels when biomass
fluxes strongly interact with resource fluxes. Our analysis provides new insights for the potential effects of metaecosystem
dynamics on biodiversity patterns.
Keywords Metaecosystem . Resource competition . Bistability . Dispersal . Spatial heterogeneity . Species coexistence .
Biodiversity

Introduction
The role of connectivity for ecosystem functioning has received much attention in modern ecology. The inflows and
outflows of organisms and resources can significantly affect
and be affected by the ecosystem structure, functioning, and
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internal resource level. The concept of a meta-community was
proposed to shed light on the effects of dispersal between
adjacent patches of an ecosystem (Wilson 1992; Leibold
et al. 2004). In the meta-community concept, a community
is no longer viewed as an isolated system but as a part of a
regional network of local communities interacting with each
other through species dispersal. Source-sink dynamics is a
major process constraining meta-communities, considering
that one competitor or a group of organisms are better adapted
in a given patch of the ecosystem (source); however, connectivity allows the same organisms to be present in adjacent
patches (sink) (Mouquet and Loreau 2003). To examine the
effects of both dispersal of organisms and resource flows, the
meta-community concept was later extended to that of a
metaecosystem (Loreau et al. 2003b). Both concepts have
been proven to be important tools to link environmental connectivity with biodiversity (Mouquet and Loreau 2003;
Gravel et al. 2010b), productivity (Mouquet et al. 2002;
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Loreau et al. 2003a; Hodapp et al. 2016), and ecosystem stability (Gounand et al. 2014; Gravel et al. 2016).
The existence of resource gradients is a major factor affecting community structure in heterogeneous environments.
Under homogeneous conditions, resource-ratio theory links
the possibility of species coexistence with trade-offs in the
species’ competitive traits (Tilman 1980, 1982). Given only
one limiting resource, the species with the highest competitive
ability for that resource (i.e., the species with the lowest R*value) will outcompete all other species. When species compete for more than one limiting resource, they can coexist if
they have a trade-off in their R∗-values for these resources.
Resource-ratio theory was later extended from homogeneous
to heterogeneous environments, supporting the idea that a
spatial gradient of different resource ratios should favor the
dominance of different species at different localities, maintaining, therefore, a highly diverse community on a regional scale
(Tilman 1985). However, studies of resource-ratio theory have
typically considered only local competition, while metacommunity and metaecosystem theories have shown that species dispersal and resource flows can significantly alter competitive interactions (Abrams and Wilson 2004; Gravel et al.
2010a; Ryabov and Blasius 2011, 2014).
A simple experimental setup that fits the definition of a
metaecosystem, the so-called gradostat, was suggested a long
time ago by Lovitt and Wimpenny (1981) to examine microbial community structure in a spatial system with resource
gradients. A gradostat represents a chain of patches in which
neighboring patches are interconnected by diffusion of species
and resources. Two limiting resources are supplied at the opposite ends of the chain, generating resource heterogeneity
and creating different spatial niches for the competitors.
Experimental studies have shown that increasing spatial resource heterogeneity in gradostats also increases local diversity (Codeço et al. 2001) and dissimilarity in species composition among the patches (Gülzow et al. 2018). Resource gradients can affect the distribution of species functional traits
and community structure (Gounand et al. 2017) and increase
diversity of phytoplankton and bacteria (Limberger et al.
2017).
The notion of a metaecosystem underpins conceptualization of the effects of species traits and diffusion (of both species and resources) on community composition and functioning (Gross and Cardinale 2007; Gravel et al. 2010a; Marleau
et al. 2015; Hodapp et al. 2016). It has been shown that heterogeneous distributions of resources can lead to alternative
stable states (Ryabov et al. 2010; Ryabov and Blasius 2014)
and that species traits that favor coexistence in a homogeneous
system may lead to alternative stables states in a heterogeneous environments, and vice versa (Ryabov and Blasius
2011). Following the seminal work by Tilman (1980), a number of graphical approaches have been suggested to analyze
the outcome of competition in a patchy environment for one

resource (Haegeman and Loreau 2015), and for two resources
in a uniformly and weakly mixed water column (Huisman and
Weissing 1994; Ryabov and Blasius 2011). However, the effects of system connectivity and species traits on the competition outcome and diversity in a patchy environment, where
the supplies of two resources are heterogeneously distributed,
are still not clear.
In this study, we use a two-patch metaecosystem model, where two species share two limiting resources. The
two patches are connected by diffusion of both organisms
and abiotic resources. Using this set up, we vary the spatial distribution of resource supplies from a homogeneous
distribution where both patches are supplied with exactly
the same amount of both resources, to the maximally heterogeneous case (gradostat) where each patch is directly
supplied with only one of the two resources (while the
other resource can only diffuse from the opposite patch).
Our approach generalizes the original gradostat setup
(Lovitt and Wimpenny 1981) in such a way that by
changing the heterogeneity of resource distribution in
the model, we keep the total resource load in the
metaecosystem constant. This approach enables us to better compare the results obtained for various levels of resource heterogeneity. Using our model setup, we study the
effects of diffusion rate and resource heterogeneity on
species composition, local and regional biodiversity, and
biomass for various ratios of resource supplies, making
predictions on how resource heterogeneity and diffusion
can affect species coexistence and biodiversity in
metaecosystems.

Methods
We model competition between two species for two limiting
resources in a metaecosystem consisting of two diffusively
connected patches, where resource 1 and resource 2 are supplied with different rates into each patch. This heterogeneity in
resource supplies causes fluxes of resources and species biomass between the patches (Fig. 1). We assume that both competitors have the same maximal growth rate and a trade-off in
the minimal requirements for limiting resources (so-called R∗values): species 1 is a better competitor for resource 1 and
requires relatively more of the resource 2, and vice versa for
species 2 (see species ZNGIs in Fig. S1). The consumption
coefficients (a unit of resource consumed to produce a unit of
biomass) are chosen in such a way that the two competitors
can coexist in a homogeneous environment, e.g., each species
consumes relatively less that resource for which it is the best
competitor (Tilman 1980).
Species growth rates in each patch follow the classic
Monod kinetics of resource availability and Liebig’s law of
the minimum (León and Tumpson 1975; Grover 1997):
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Fig. 1 Generalized gradostat model consisting of two diffusively
connected patches (A and B) supplied with the essential resources R1
(blue) and R2 (red) with dilution rate D. Two species of biomass Ni with
a trade-off in resource requirements compete for these resources. The two
patches are coupled by diffusion of biomass and of resources with
strength k. The heterogeneity of resource supply distribution is controlled
by the fraction a (0.5 < a < 1) of resource 1 supplied into one patch A and
of resource 2 supplied into patch B. Homogeneous resource distribution
corresponds to a = 0.5 where each patch receives the same amount of
resources; maximally heterogeneous resource distribution (gradostatlike scenario) corresponds to a = 1, where patch A receives only resource
1 and patch B only resource 2



μXi


RX1
RX2
¼ μmax min
;
:
K i1 þ RX1 K i2 þ RX2

Here, μXi is the growth rate of species i in patch X (X =
A or B), μmax is the maximum growth rate, RXj the concentration of resource j in patch X, and Kij the half-saturation constant of species i for resource j. Note that we use dimensionless variables for species growth parameters and resource concentrations (Table 1). We normalize units for each of the two
resources by taking the half-saturation constant of the weakest
competitor for the respective resource to be one.

Table 1

The minimal resource requirement R*ij of species i for resource j is defined as the resource concentration at which the
growth rate equals the dilution rate in a homogeneous system.
We denote the dilution rate as D and assume that it is the same
in both patches. From the condition μXi ðR1 ; R2 Þ ¼ D, we obtain
the
minimal
resource
requirements
as
R*ij ¼ K ij D=ðμmax −DÞ. Since the maximal growth and dilution
rates are the same for both species, the trade-off in resource
requirements translates into a trade-off in half-saturation constants. Note that R*ij values can be calculated using the above
simple equation only for a homogeneous system. To estimate
the effective minimal resource requirements of competitors in
a heterogeneous system, we calculate the minimal resource
supply concentrations along the 1:1 diagonal in the resource
plane at which at least one of the species survives.
We assume that both biomass and resources can diffuse
between patches with the same diffusion rate k. Let N Xi denote
the biomass of species i in patch X. Its dynamics follow the
equation:




dN Xi
¼ μXi −D N Xi þ k N Yi −N Xi :
dt
Here, the first term describes the local growth and loss of
biomass and the second term expresses the diffusion of species i between the patch X and Y (if X = A then Y = B and vice
versa). The dynamics of the resource concentration RXj follow
the equation:
dRXj
dt





¼ D S Xj −RXi þ k RYj −RXj − ∑ ci; j μXi N Xi
i

where the first term describes the balance between dilution
and local supply of the resource with concentration S Xj , the
second term expresses diffusion between the patches, and the
last term the consumption of resource j by species i, where ci, j
are consumption coefficients representing the amount of

Species parameters

Parameter

Symbol

Species 1

Species 2

Maximal growth rate
Half-saturation constant for R1
Half-saturation constant for R2
Consumption coef. for R1
Consumption coef. for R2
Minimal requirements for R1
Minimal requirements for R2
Dilution rate
Diffusion rate between patches
Resource heterogeneity

μmax
Ki,1
Ki,2
ci,1
ci,2
R*i;1
R*i;2
D
k
a

0.7
0.5
1
1.2
0.5
0.375
0.75
0.3
0–2.56
0.5–1

0.7
1
0.5
0.5
1.2
0.75
0.375
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resource j needed to produce a unit biomass of species i.
Our model is an extension of the gradostat model suggested
by Lovitt and Wimpenny (1981)), who assumed that resource
1 is supplied with rate D ∙ S1 into patch A and diffuses into B,
and resource 2 is supplied with rate D ∙ S2 into patch B and
diffuses into A. Leading to sharp opposing resource gradients,
this model setup does not allow to regulate the level of resource heterogeneity and compare the system functioning for
homogeneous and heterogeneous resource distributions. Here,
we generalize this approach and suggest a setup for modeling
the system ranging from a strongly heterogeneous to a uniform distribution of resources. Let parameter a determine the
level of system heterogeneity. Assume that resource 1 is supplied with rate aDS1 into patch A and with rate (1 − a)DS1 into
patch B, while resource 2 with rate (1 − a)DS2 into patch A
and rate aDS2 into B (Fig. 1). When a = 0.5, each patch obtains 50% of each resource and the system becomes homogeneous; when a = 1, then 100% of R1 is supplied into patch A
and 100% of R2 into patch B, so that the resource distribution
becomes, like in a gradostat, strongly heterogeneous. Thus,
changing a from 0.5 to 1 alters the level of system heterogeneity between these extremes but retains the same global
amount of resources supplied into the system, which makes
it possible to compare different model outcomes on the same
scale.
An increase of a increases the asymmetry in resource distribution between the patches and creates a potential for species coexistence due to spatial segregation. While the global
resource supply ratio equals S1/S2, the local ratio is aS1/(1 −
a)S2 in patch A and (1 − a)S1/aS2 in patch B. If, for instance, a
approaches 1 then, independently of S1/S2, patch A obtains
relatively more of resource 1 and patch B relatively more of
resource 2, and differently adapted species obtain their niches
in different patches. Below, we call a species Badapted^ (or
Bmaladapted^) if the ratio in resource requirements of the
species match (or do not match) the ratio of total resource
supply in the system. Species 1 is adapted to large S1/S2, and
species 2 to small S 1 /S 2 . In the homogeneous case, a
disbalance in resource supplies always favors the adapted species, and we obtain, for instance, a monoculture of species 1,
when resource 1 is supplied at much higher concentrations
compared to resource 2. Under heterogeneous conditions,
however, due to a strong asymmetry in resource distribution,
a maladapted species can also dominate at such resource supply ratios that would favor the adapted species in a homogeneous system. Below, we refer the dominance of an adapted
species as A-monoculture and the dominance of a maladapted
species as M-monoculture.
We study how species composition depends on the four
main control parameters: the level of resource heterogeneity
a, the diffusion rate k, and the resource supply concentrations
S1 and S2. We simulate the model for a grid of 152 × 152
resource supply points. To illustrate the outcome of

competition for different levels of heterogeneity on the same
scale, we characterize the resource conditions by the average
resource concentrations supplied into each patch,
Sei ¼ ða S i þ ð1−aÞS i Þ=2 ¼ S i =2. Values Sei are more convenient than Si, because for homogeneous settings, Sei equal the
local resource supplies in each patch, and the results of resource ratio theory can be directly transferred to our twopatch system.
To explore the dependence of competition outcomes on the
initial conditions, we apply the invasion criterion (Chesson
2000). Thereby, for each parameter combination, we run two
simulations, where either species 1 is the resident and species
2 invades, or vice versa. To obtain a stable solution for the
resident species, we run the system for 500 modeling days,
then the invader starts to grow from a small initial biomass
(Ninv, 0 = 0.1) and we run the system for the following 1500
modeling days to find a final solution. This time interval was
enough to obtain stable solutions for all parameter
combinations.
Biodiversity is estimated as an effective species number
(ESN), calculated as the exponential Shannon index
(Leinster and Cobbold 2012):
ESN ¼ e−∑i pi lnpi
where pi is the relative biomass of species i. We calculate
regional diversity as the ESN in the entire system, using the
relative values of the total biomass of each species. Local
diversity is calculated as the averaged ESN between the two
patches, where ESN is first calculated within each patch, and
then the average is taken between the ESNs of the two patches.
To separate the effects of diffusion rate and resource heterogeneity from the effects of resource supply ratio, we also analyzed the aggregated biodiversity averaged over a gradient of
resource supply ratios shown as a black dashed line in Fig. 2a.

Results
The homogeneous model setup (the same concentrations of
resources (0.5S1, 0.5S2) are supplied into each patch) reproduces the competition pattern obtained in well-mixed systems
(Tilman 1980). In this scenario, species coexist locally at balanced resource ratios, one or another competitor wins at imbalanced resource ratios, and one or both competitors go extinct when the concentration of one of the resources is below
the respective species R∗-value (Fig. 2a). As resource conditions are the same in both patches, the regional pattern of
competition outcomes (Fig. 2a) coincides with the local patterns obtained for each patch (Fig. 2c, d) and is independent of
the diffusion between the patches.
The regional pattern of competition outcomes drastically
changes in a strongly heterogeneous scenario. To first simplify
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Fig. 2 Partitioning of the regional competition outcomes for the entire
system into local competition outcomes in the model without diffusion
(k = 0). Competition outcomes for homogeneous resource distribution
(left panels, a = 0.5) and strongly heterogeneous resource distribution
(right panel, a = 0.9). Top panels show the regional competition
outcome calculated for the entire system as a function of average
~ j , and bottom panels show the local species
resource supplies, S
composition in each patch as a function of local resource supplies, S Xj

and (for e and f only) also as a function of the total average resource
~ j , shown as the second axis. Different competition outcomes
supplies, S
are color coded (see legend). The black dotted line in a shows the
resource ratios used to calculate changes in the relative biomass of
species 2 (Fig. 4) and to find average regional and local diversity (Fig.
6) along this gradient of resource ratios

the problem, we consider a = 0.9 and no diffusion between the
patches. Thus, the local resource supplies equal (0.9S1, 0.1S2)
in patch A and (0.1S1, 0.9S2) in patch B, so that each patch
obtains 90% of one resource and only 10% of the other.
Calculating competition outcomes for this scenario (Fig. 2b),
we now find in the resource plane four areas where one of the
competitors wins (red and blue shading) separated by three
areas of coexistence (yellow shading). The areas where both
species become extinct (gray) increase in size compared to the
homogeneous scenario, indicating an increase in specieseffective minimal resource requirements under heterogeneous
conditions.

and local values S Xi are linearly related. For instance, for patch
A, S A1 ¼ 2aSe1 and S A2 ¼ 2ð1−aÞSe2 . Thus, for a = 0.9,the
change of scale results in stretching the pattern obtained for a
homogeneous scenario by the factor 2a = 1.8 along the vertical
axis and squeezing it by a factor 2(1 − a) = 0.2 along the horizontal axis (comp. Fig. 2e, c), and the opposite transformation
applies to the patch B (comp. Fig. 2f, d).
This transformation affects the location of the areas of various competition outcomes in the resource plane. The local
coexistence in each patch is now possible in a much narrower
range of resource supplies compared to the homogeneous system (yellow shading). By contrast, the asymmetry in resource
distributions provides a broad niche for M-monocultures,
where a maladapted species for the given resource supply ratio
wins the competition. Species 2 wins for a wide range of
parameters in patch A (red shading, Fig. 2e), and species 2
mostly wins in patch B (blue shading, Fig. 2e). The asymmetry of the resource distribution can be compensated, however,
by an extremely imbalanced ratio of resource supplies (Se1 ≫Se2
or Se1 ≪Se2 ) leading to the appearance of an A-monoculture,
when an adapted species wins the competition (blue area in

To understand the regional competition pattern in detail,
consider the local patterns obtained for each patch (Fig. 2e, f).
Because of the asymmetry in resource distribution, the local
patterns in patch A and B look different. However, as the diffusion between the patches equals zero, the local competition
outcomes should follow the same rules as in the homogeneous
scenario (Fig. 2c, d). To plot these patterns on the same scale as
the regional pattern, we add the average resource supplies Se1
and Se2 as a second scale in the Fig. 2e, f. The average values Sei
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Fig. 2e and red in Fig. 2f). The effective minimal resource
requirements for the total resource supply (the size of the gray
area) also now depend on the patch. Survival in patch A requires a higher average level of resource 2 and smaller average
level of resource 1 compared to the homogeneous scenario.
The patterns of local competition outcomes (Fig. 2e, f) help
us to classify the regional competition outcomes (Fig. 2b). The
middle area of coexistence (yellow area with black hatching)
corresponds to regional coexistence, which occurs due to spatial segregation of the competitors, with species 2 dominating
in patch A and species 1 dominating in patch B. By contrast,
the other two areas of coexistence (yellow areas without
hatching) occur due to local resource partitioning in each
patch (as in a homogeneous system) when the asymmetry of
resource distribution transforms an unbalanced global resource supply ratio into a balanced local resource ratio. This
occurs in patch A (which obtains only 10% of resource 2)
when resource 2 is supplied at a relatively higher rate than
resource 1, and in patch B when resource 1 is supplied at a
relatively higher rate than resource 2.
The ranges of resource supplies at which one species outcompetes the other (blue and red shading in Fig. 2b) also have
a more complex structure compared to the homogeneous setup (Fig. 2a). The two largest monoculture areas, at the sides of
the regional coexistence area, correspond to M-monocultures,
when a maladapted species with respect to the input resource
ratio wins in one of the patches, but both species go extinct in
the other. In contrast, the two narrower monoculture areas at
extreme resource ratios are A-monocultures, corresponding to
the dominance of the better adapted species. Extending the
boundaries of the resource plane to higher resource supplies
leads to an intersection of M-monoculture areas with regional
coexistence areas (Fig. S2). As we show below, the interactions between the M-monoculture and local coexistence regimes play an important role when the patches are diffusively
coupled.
In the presence of diffusion, flows of species biomass and
resources generate source-sink dynamics with the effect to
homogenize the resource distribution. Consider the effects of
a gradual increase of diffusion on species composition, assuming the same level of heterogeneity a = 0.9 as before (Fig. 3).
For the sake of completeness, this set of figures starts from the
setup with no diffusion (Fig. 3a matches Fig. 2b) and ends at a
diffusion level that is high enough to homogenize the system,
so Fig. 3h approaches Fig. 2a. Studying the transition in competition outcomes between these two extremes allows us to
illustrate the effects of diffusion on species composition.
A low diffusion rate (Fig. 3b) leads to only small transformations of the pattern observed with zero diffusion (Fig. 3a).
The three areas of coexistence are still present and inherit the
same mechanisms as in the system without diffusion. The
middle area of coexistence (yellow area with black hatching)
occurs because of spatial segregation, where each species

achieves a biomass maximum in a different patch (Fig. S3,
point ii). In this case, the two side areas of coexistence occur
due to resource partitioning in one or another patch, when the
maximum of biomass of both species is located in the same
patch (Fig. S3, point i). A further increase of the diffusion rate
decreases the difference in resource concentrations between
patches, shrinking the regional coexistence range (hatched
yellow area). At the same time, the ranges of local coexistence
(yellow area without hatching in Fig. 3a–d) increase in size
and their boundaries approach each other. Additionally, the
M-monoculture areas become larger and shift closer to the
diagonal of the resource plane (as indicated by arrows in
Fig. 3b, c). Increasing the diffusion rate further eventually
leads to an overlap of the M-monoculture areas, resulting in
a regime of bistability, where either species 1 or species 2 can
win in the entire system in dependence on the initial conditions (Fig. 3d, white). When species 2 wins, it achieves a
biomass maximum in patch A and when species 1 wins, it
has a biomass maximum in patch B (Fig. S3, point iv).
At an even higher diffusion rate, the M-monoculture areas
shift further and overlap with the areas of local coexistence,
leading to another kind of bistability, when either one species
wins or both species coexist (light blue and light red shading
in Fig. 3e–g). At the same time, the areas of local coexistence
also start to overlap, leading to a third bistability regime characterized by two alternative coexistence regimes (yellow
dotted area in Fig. 3f, g). In this third bistability regime, both
species coexist, but one or the other species achieves a larger
biomass depending on initial conditions (Fig. S3, point vi).
Finally, at very high diffusion rates, we obtain a pattern that
is expected for homogeneous systems (Fig. 3h), where the Mmonoculture areas disappear as both patches become equal in
terms of resource conditions, and the bistable coexistence regimes merge into one stable state of coexistence at balanced
resource ratios.
To study details of the transitions in species composition,
which include a surprisingly large variety of alternative stable states, consider the evolution of the bifurcation diagram
of competition outcomes with increasing diffusion. We characterize the species composition by the relative biomass of
species 2 with respect to the total biomass, n2 = N2/(N1 + N2).
This value changes from 0 if only species 1 is present to 1 if
species 2 wins the competition. Figure 4 shows n2 calculated
along a gradient of resource supply ratios (along the dashed
diagonal line in Fig. 2a) for the same diffusion rates and
heterogeneity level as in Fig. 3. To find the bistable regimes,
we show results obtained for different initial conditions, with
blue markers when species 1 is the resident and species 2
invades, or with red markers for the opposite sequence of
species introduction.
In a nearly homogeneous system with a large diffusion rate
(Fig. 4h), n2 follows a sigmoidal pattern: it equals 0, when S2/
S1 is small and only a good competitor for resource 1 (species
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Fig. 3 Effect of diffusion on competition outcomes under strongly
heterogenous distribution of supplied resources. a–h show competition
outcomes in a gradient from strongly heterogenous conditions when
diffusion rate k = 0 (a is the same as Fig. 2b) to the conditions when the

resource and biomass distributions become homogenized due to a large
diffusion rate (h approaches Fig. 2a). The red and blue arrows indicate the
shift of the M-monoculture areas with increasing diffusion rate

1) survives; n2 increases in the intermediate range of supply
ratios, where both species coexist and the dominance gradually shifts from species 1 to species 2; and it equals 1 for large
S2/S1 where species 2 (a good competitor for resource 2) wins.
By contrast, in the limit of small diffusion (Fig. 4a), the competition outcome consists of two such sigmoidal patters,

where n2 increases with S2/S1, and an intermediate part, where
n2 decreases with S2/S1. The sigmoidal parts correspond to the
transition in species composition when the competitors coexist locally within one patch. The intermediate part manifests a
transition of the biomass maximum from patch A to patch B,
when the species coexist regionally (see also Fig. 2e, f).
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detect bistable outcomes, we simulate different invasion sequences: when
species 1 is the resident and species 2 invades (red squares) and the
opposite sequence (blue circles)
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If the diffusion rate is greater than zero, the biomass of
competitors can be present in both patches and the difference
between the regional and local coexistence is not so evident.
We still can distinguish them using the property of n2 to increase with S2/S1, when species coexist due to local resource
partitioning and to decrease with S2/S1 when the coexistence is
regional. The first property occurs because an increase of S2/
S1 relaxes the local competition for resource 2, which should
favor species 2 and, therefore, increase n2. However, a decrease of n 2 with S 2 /S 1 means that the local resource
partitioning is not the main mechanism providing species coexistence and therefore species coexist mainly due to spatial
segregation.
With increasing diffusion rate, the two sigmoidal patterns
expand and the intermediate range shrinks (Fig. 4a–c). This
transformation reflects the shrinking of the regional coexistence range and the widening of local coexistence ranges with
diffusion, shown in Fig. 3a–c. At diffusion rate k = 0.1, the
two sigmoidal patterns begin to overlap and the regional coexistence at intermediate resource ratios is replaced by
bistability between the M-monoculture of either one or another competitor (Fig. 4d). A further increase of diffusion leads to
a larger overlap of the two sigmoidal parts, resulting additionally either in bistability between a M-monoculture and species
coexistence (Fig. 4e) or in bistability between two stable coexistence states (Fig. 4f, g). Finally, the two sigmoidal patterns
merge together, the bistable regimes converge to an intermediate state, and we obtain one sigmoidal pattern which describes the influence of the resource ratio on species composition in a homogeneous system (Fig. 4h).
Such strong effects of the diffusion rate on species composition are manifested only under extremely heterogeneous
conditions, and they gradually disappear with decreasing resource heterogeneity. Figure 5 summarizes the overall effects
of diffusion rate on the patterns of competition outcomes for
small (left), intermediate (middle), and high (right) levels of
resource heterogeneity. In contrast to the effects of the diffusion rate, a decrease of resource heterogeneity does not turn
the sectors of different competition outcomes over the resource plane. Instead, the M-monocultures and bistability
ranges decrease in size (Fig. 5 middle and right panel) and
finally disappear, so that the patterns of competition outcomes
approach those for homogeneous systems and become independent of the diffusion rate (Fig. 5, left column).
The size of the area where all species become extinct (gray)
depends also strongly on the diffusion rate and resource heterogeneity. At a low heterogeneity level a, this area has the
smallest size and becomes nearly independent of the diffusion
rate, as its boundary is defined by the species R∗-values. This
area increases when the system becomes more heterogeneous,
and it achieves a maximal size in a strongly heterogeneous
system with a small diffusion rate (Fig. 5l). Under these conditions, the species effective minimal resource requirements

reach maximal values (Fig. S4A) and the species total biomass
drops to its minimum (Fig. S4B).
Finally, we analyze the effects of diffusion and resource
heterogeneity on regional and local biodiversity. First, we focus on the aggregated biodiversity, averaged over a gradient of
resource ratios located along the dashed diagonal line in the
resource plane (Fig. 2a). Regional average diversity reaches a
maximum at zero diffusion and monotonically decreases with
increasing diffusion (Fig. 6a), while local average diversity
has a unimodal dependence on the diffusion rate with a maximum at an intermediate diffusion rate (Fig. 6b). These patterns hold when the system is heterogeneous in resource distributions (a > 0.65, Fig. 6), while at low resource heterogeneity, the between-patch resource gradients are weak and the
effects of diffusion disappear. Thus, under heterogeneous conditions, both the regional and local aggregated biodiversity
follow the intuitively expected dependencies, as suggested
by Mouquet and Loreau (2003). Furthermore, both local and
regional diversity show a unimodal dependence on resource
heterogeneity, when diffusion is relatively weak (k < 0.08, Fig.
6).
However, the diversity patterns averaged over a range of
resource ratios only partly reflect the patterns obtained for
specific ratios of resource supplies. For an imbalanced resource supply ratio (S1/S2 = 0.33), regional and local diversity
reach a maximum at high levels of resource heterogeneity and
low diffusion rates (Fig. 7, left panel), as these conditions
favor species coexistence at imbalanced resource ratios (Fig.
5). Local diversity also drops at low diffusion due to the absence of source-sink dynamics. At a relatively balanced resource supply ratio (S1/S2 = 0.66), two main changes are observed, which hold for both regional and local diversity. First,
high diversity values are obtained for a wider range of heterogeneity and diffusion levels (Fig. 7, middle panel), as the
possibility of regional and local coexistence increases at a
more balanced resource supply ratio (Fig. 5). Second, a diversity decline appears at high a and intermediate k levels. This
drop occurs because at these conditions, the system becomes
bistable and only one of the competitors survives (Fig. 5).
Finally, at a balanced resource supply ratio (S1/S2 = 1), regional and local diversity reach the maximum value for most levels
of resource heterogeneity and diffusion rates (Fig. 7, right
panel), as the competitors can coexist due to local resource
partitioning. However, the bistability in the competition outcomes leads to a reduction of regional and local diversity at
high a and intermediate k.

Discussion
Understanding the mechanisms shaping species composition
and diversity in heterogeneous environments can improve predictions on ecosystem structure and functioning (Tilman et al.
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2014). Here, we model resource competition of two species
for two resources in a two-patch metaecosystem, to understand the effects of resource heterogeneity, resource stoichiometry, and environmental connectivity on species coexistence and diversity. We generalized the gradostat experimental
setup suggested by Lovitt and Wimpenny (1981)), in order to
control independently the level of resource heterogeneity, stoichiometry, and the absolute level of supplied resources.
Regulating the level of the system’s heterogeneity, we illustrate the emergent properties for different metaecosystem scenarios and compare them with outcomes obtained for a homogeneous system.

a more detailed view on the patterns of species coexistence
under different metaecosystem scenarios.
When the resource distribution is strongly heterogeneous,
we obtain three areas of species coexistence in the resource
supply plane (Fig. 2b). The middle of the three coexistence
areas manifests regional species coexistence, which occurs
due to spatial segregation, or spatial storage effect (Chesson
2000). This type of coexistence occurs at balanced total resource supply ratios because the asymmetry in resource allocation leads to different local resource ratios in each patch, and
each competitor obtains a niche in the patch that better
matches its traits. The other two coexistence areas appearing
at imbalanced supply ratios are attributed to local coexistence.
This occurs because the asymmetry of resource distribution
compensates the imbalance in resource supplies in one of the
patches, where the local resource ratios become suitable for
local coexistence due to resource partitioning (Fig. 2e, f).
The monoculture outcomes also follow a pattern strikingly
different from that obtained for uniform systems. For instance,
an increase of the resource supply ratio S2/S1 from a balanced
ratio in a uniform system causes a transition from coexistence
to the dominance of species 1 (a good competitor for R1). On
the other hand, if resource heterogeneity is large, an increase
in S2/S1 first causes a transition from regional coexistence to a
monoculture of species 2, and only then, through the local
coexistence regime, to a monoculture of species 1. The first
regime (called M-monoculture here) occurs because concentrations of R1 in patch B become too low for both species, but

Patterns of competition outcomes
When resource distribution is uniform, in accordance with
resource ratio theory, we obtain local coexistence of species
for balanced resource supply ratios and dominance of one of
the competitors at imbalanced resource ratios (Tilman 1980,
and Fig. 2a in this paper). The presence of asymmetry in the
resource supply distribution between the patches changes significantly the pattern of competition outcomes (Fig. 2b).
Previous theoretical work (Jäger et al. 1987, Smith and
Waltman 1991) and recent research (Ryabov et al. 2010;
Ryabov and Blasius 2011; Haegeman and Loreau 2015) have
established the fact that regional coexistence is a dominant
outcome in heterogeneous environments. Our analysis offers
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patch A, due to the asymmetry in resource allocation, still
receives more of R1 than R2 and species 2 wins. The second
regime (termed here as A-monoculture) occurs when extremely large S2/S1 ratios override the effects of the resource allocation asymmetry, both patches become R1-limited, and species 1 wins. Thus, the M-monoculture regime is shaped by the
interplay of the asymmetry in resource allocation and resource
supply ratio, and the A-monoculture regime has the same
mechanism as in well-mixed systems.

Alternative stable states
Alternative stables states have been described in theoretical
models of species competition on spatial gradients (Ryabov
and Blasius 2011, 2014). Shurin et al. (2004) have shown that
competitors exhibiting alternative stable states when initial
heterogeneity is biotically generated can nevertheless coexist
if the spatial heterogeneity is maintained abiotically (Shurin
et al. 2004). In a series of previous works, Ryabov and Blasius
(2011, 2014) have shown that the effect can be also reversed.
Namely, in the presence of inverse resource gradients, species
which can coexist in a uniform system due to resource
partitioning can biotically (via resource consumption) generate bistable states and vice versa. Here, we extend these results
and show that inverse gradients of two resources can support a
variety of bistable states: between the dominance of one or
another competitor, between a single species dominance and
coexistence, and bistable coexistence regimes.
Why does the same combination of consumption coefficients favor species coexistence in uniform systems but leads
to bistable outcomes in the presence of inverse resource gradients? To answer this question, consider the different mechanisms of coexistence in homogeneous and heterogeneous
systems. In homogeneous systems, coexistence occurs when
species have a trade-off in resource requirements and each
species consumes relatively more its most (in relative terms)
required resource. Then, at balanced resource inputs, the population of each species becomes self-limited by its most required resource, leaving a free niche for its competitor. In
contrast, in the presence of inverse resource gradients, coexistence can occur due to species sorting, when each species
occupies a most suitable patch. This mechanism requires only
a trade-off in resource requirements, but not a special combination of consumption coefficients. The consumption coefficients in such systems drive, in particular, the strength of mass
effects occurring due to biomass diffusion from favorable to
unfavorable patches.
For instance, in the gradostat setup shown in Fig. 1 (when
α = 1), patch A is favorable and patch B is unfavorable for
species 2, as this species has relatively high requirements for
resource R1. If species 2 consumes predominantly resource R1,
the mass effect in patch B can become strong, such that the
depletion of R1 in patch B can even prohibit growth of species

1, despite its lower requirements for R1. In the same way,
species 1 when present can also suppress the growth of species
2, and we can find that a combination of consumption coefficients, leading to coexistence in uniform systems, can favor
alternative stable states in the presence of inverse resource
gradients.
Furthermore, it becomes clear that coexistence in a heterogeneous system is possible if each species consumes relatively
less of its most required resource, because this reduces the
mass effect of each species in their unfavorable patches, leading to smaller resource gradients. Our model confirms this
conjecture (not presented here) and shows that similar to this
effect in continuous systems (Ryabov and Blasius 2011,
2014), parameters leading to bistability in uniform systems
can lead to coexistence in a wide range of resource supply
ratios in a patchy environment.
These bistable equilibria require a strong feedback of biomass fluxes on resource gradients, which causes an effect of
the initial biomass distribution on the final distribution of resources and species composition (Ryabov et al. 2010; Ryabov
and Blasius 2011). Analysis of the separate effects of species
and resource diffusion (will be presented elsewhere) indicates
that the main driver of these kinds of bistability is species
dispersal. This is because species dispersal causes strong mass
effect which increases the steepness of resource gradients. In
this way, for instance, diffusion of a resident population into
an unfavorable patch can deplete resource concentrations
there to a level at which an invader population cannot survive.
Consequently, the appearance of such bistable regimes requires strong levels of resource heterogeneity, large biomass
maintained by large resource inputs, and intermediate levels of
between-patch diffusion. Natural examples, at which such alternative stable states may appear, can be found in spatial
systems with strong nutrient gradients, e.g., coastal to open
ocean waters which typically differ in nitrogen to phosphorus
ratios of resource supplies (Arrigo 2005; Moore et al. 2013).

Resource use efficiency and limiting requirements
Our model predicts that resource heterogeneity has a negative
effect on the total biomass and resource use efficiency,
supporting the notion that competitive interactions affect ecosystem functioning (Gross and Cardinale 2007; Hillebrand
and Matthiessen 2009). In the resource plane, the area where
all species become extinct reaches its maximum at the largest
levels of resource heterogeneity and lowest diffusion rates.
Under strongly heterogeneous conditions, the patch-local concentrations of one resource can fall below species R* values,
while concentrations of the other resource in this patch can
strongly exceed this minimal level. This leads to a large local
resource surplus which is associated with the increase of effective minimal resource requirements (community R*) and
the decline of total biomass. These results are in agreement
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with theoretical predictions of meta-community models
(Abrams and Wilson 2004; Gross and Cardinale 2007),
metaecosystem models (Codeço et al. 2001; Martines et al.
2013; Marleau et al. 2015), and experimental observations
(Codeço et al. 2001; Gülzow et al. 2018) .

Biodiversity patterns
Our modeling approach has many parallels with the model
suggested by Mouquet et al. (2006), who studied the influence
of species dispersal in a two-patch metacommunity. Here, we
make a step further, including the influence of resource fluxes
and stoichiometry of resource supplies, adding therefore two
more dimensions to the space of parameters. Meta-community
theory has highlighted the role of source-sink dynamics on
biodiversity, predicting a decreasing regional diversity with
increasing dispersal and a maximum of local diversity at intermediate levels of dispersal (Mouquet and Loreau 2003;
Cadotte 2006), with both regional and local diversity achieving their maximum at intermediate heterogeneity levels
(Mouquet et al. 2006). However, these predictions may not
be universal under metaecosystem conditions where resource
flows play an additional role (Haegeman and Loreau 2014).
We show in our study that patterns of regional and local
diversity averaged over a gradient of resource ratios agree
with previous findings: regional diversity declines monotonically with between-patch diffusion, local diversity peaks at
intermediate levels of diffusion, and both local and regional
diversities achieve a maximum at intermediate levels of resource heterogeneity (Fig. 6). However, if results are not averaged along resource gradients, they support the generality of
previous findings only partly, as the model demonstrates different patterns for balanced and imbalanced resource inputs.
For instance, for imbalanced total resource supplies (Fig. 7,
left panel), regional and local diversities have similar dependences on diffusion as for the aggregated patterns, but unlike
(Mouquet et al. 2006), both diversity measures reach their
maximum at the highest level of resource heterogeneity, because under these conditions, the imbalance in resource input
can be compensated in one of the patches by the asymmetry of
resource distribution, leading to local coexistence in this
patch. By contrast, when resource inputs are balanced, the
system can exhibit a variety of alternative stable states which
can reduce biodiversity at intermediate dispersal rates. As a
result, at high heterogeneity levels, both local and regional
diversity follow a bimodal (or multimodal) dependence on
diffusion with a drop at intermediate diffusion rates (Fig. 7,
middle and right panel). These patterns also correlate with
results by Haegeman and Loreau (2014) who showed that,
depending on the interaction between species dispersal and
resource flows, the local diversity can be either unimodal,
monotonically increasing, or multimodal.

Concluding remarks
Gradients in resource distributions take place over regional
scales within ecosystems (Herbert et al. 2004; Riesch et al.
2018) and between ecosystems (Baxter et al. 2004; Gratton
and Zanden 2009). Understanding the mechanisms driving
species composition and diversity in heterogeneous environments is crucial for ecosystem management (Pickett and
Cadenasso 1995; Loreau et al. 2003a). Our proposed model
combines modern metaecosystem dynamics and classic mechanisms of resource competition, offering prediction on species
composition and biodiversity in heterogeneous environments.
We focus on resource competition for two limiting resources,
analyzing the patterns of regional and local diversity at different metaecosystem scenarios, and highlighting the interactive
effects of resource heterogeneity and diffusion on them. The
model predictions and methodology can be used to understand
ecosystem structure and functioning in large-scale ecosystem
models, local scale simulations, and experimental studies.
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